COMMUNIQUE
SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED BY THE ROMANIAN STATE TO FOREIGN CITIZENS FOR 2021-2022

Applications are invited from suitably qualified Mauritian Nationals for scholarships tenable in Universities in Romania both at undergraduate and postgraduate levels.

2. Fields of Study

The fields of study for this scholarship scheme, as highlighted by the Romanian Authorities are as follows:

- Political & Administrative Sciences
- Educational Sciences
- Romanian Culture & Civicisation
- Journalism
- Engineering
- Oil & Gas
- Agricultural Sciences
- Veterinary Medicine
- Architecture
- Arts

Note: The courses will be run in Romanian Language. Candidates without the appropriate language proficiency in Romanian may be required to follow a one year preparatory course in the language.

Applicants are also advised to consult the List of Indicative Priority Fields of Study 2017/2019 available for consultation on the Notice Board, Ground Floor of the Ministry of Education, Tertiary Education, Science and Technology, MITD House, Pont Fer, Phoenix, or on the following website:

http://ministry-education.govmu.org

3. Details of Scholarships

3.1 Applicants are advised to consult the following websites for details on the offer and to download application forms from the following websites:-

French version

(i) http://www.mae.ro/fr/node/10253

English version

(ii) http://www.mae.ro/en/node/10251
4. **Mode of Application**

4.1 Completed application forms with all the relevant authenticated supporting documents should be submitted, at latest by **Friday 30 April 2021**, to:

Ambassade de Roumanie en France  
5, Rue de l’Exposition 75007  
Paris Cedex 07  
France

5. Certification of documents can be done at the Careers Guidance Service in Rose Hill. The certified copies of all documents **(if not in English) should be accompanied with their corresponding English translation.**

Scholarships Section  
Ministry of Education, Tertiary Education, Science and Technology  
05 March 2021  
Phoenix – 73544